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ABSTRACT

1

In upcoming architectures that stack processor and DRAM dies, temperatures are higher because of the increased transistor density and
the high inter-layer thermal resistance. However, past research has
underestimated the extent of the thermal bottleneck. Recent experimental work shows that the Die-to-Die (D2D) layers hinder effective
heat transfer, likely leading to the capping of core frequencies.
To address this problem, in this paper, we first show how to create
pillars of high thermal conduction from the processor die to the heat
sink. We do this by aligning and shorting dummy D2D µbumps
with thermal TSVs (TTSVs). This lowers processor temperatures
substantially. We then improve application performance by boosting the processor frequency until we consume the available thermal
headroom. Finally, these aligned and shorted dummy µbump-TTSV
sites create die regions of higher vertical thermal conduction. Hence,
we propose to leverage them with three new architectural techniques:
conductivity-aware thread placement, frequency boosting, and thread
migration. We evaluate our scheme, called Xylem, using simulations
of an 8-core processor at 2.4 GHz and 8 DRAM dies on top. µBumpTTSV alignment and shorting in a generic and in a customized
Xylem design enable an average increase in processor frequency of
400 MHz and 720 MHz, respectively, at an area overhead of 0.63%
and 0.81%, and without exceeding acceptable temperatures. This
improves average application performance by 11% and 18%, respectively. Moreover, applying Xylem’s conductivity-aware techniques
enables further gains.

Technology advances are about to enable further integration of computer architectures into chips that stack multiple memory and processor dies [2–4, 8, 34]. 3D stacking offers several benefits, such as
a reduction in interconnect length and power, smaller form factors,
and support for heterogeneous integration.
In these architectures, temperatures are higher than in conventional planar designs because of the increased transistor density, and
because of the high inter-layer thermal resistance. In particular, the
processor die is especially vulnerable, as it may be far from the heat
sink — possibly at the bottom of the stack, so that processor power,
ground, and I/O signals do not have to traverse the stack.
Stacking is made possible by Die-to-Die (D2D) connections
and Through Silicon Vias (TSVs). D2D connections, also called
microbumps (or µbumps), exist between dies, while TSVs run
across the bulk silicon thickness of a die. TSVs carry electrical
signals and are built with materials of high thermal conductance.
Some proposals complement them with Thermal TSVs (TTSVs)
[12, 22, 23, 36, 54, 59], which are dummy TSVs for thermal conduction only.
In this paper, we argue that past research has underestimated the
extent of the thermal bottleneck in architectures that stack a high
performance multicore die and multiple DRAM dies. Specifically,
it has assumed that the stacked layers have a relatively high thermal conductance [36], suggesting that TTSVs alone are effective at
keeping temperatures within acceptable values [12, 22, 23].
However, recent findings from IMEC [45, 46], Fujitsu [31, 43],
IBM [9–11], and others [39, 40], shows that the material between
dies (or D2D layer) presents a high thermal resistance. It is ≈16x
more resistive than the bulk silicon, and ≈13x more resistive than
the metal layers. In fact, the bulk silicon is one of the least thermally
resistive layers in the stack. As a result, while TTSVs running across
the bulk silicon (marginally) decrease the thermal resistance of the
bulk silicon, they are not very effective overall. There are multiple
D2D layers between the processor die and the heat sink, and they
hinder effective heat transfer. As a result, the temperature of the
processor die remains high, which likely forces the capping of core
frequencies for reliability reasons.
To address this problem, in this paper, we show how to create
pillars of high thermal conduction from the processor die at the
bottom of the stack to the heat sink at the top. We do this by aligning and shorting dummy D2D µbumps with TTSVs. This lowers
processor temperatures substantially. We then improve application
performance by boosting the processor frequency until we consume
the available thermal headroom. Finally, these aligned and shorted
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INTRODUCTION
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dummy µbump-TTSV sites create die regions of higher vertical conduction. Hence, we propose to leverage them with three new architectural techniques to further improve performance: conductivity-aware
thread placement, frequency boosting, and thread migration.
We evaluate our proposal, called Xylem, using simulations of
a processor-memory stack. Our baseline is a Wide I/O compliant
stack with an 8-core processor die at 2.4 GHz, and 8 DRAM dies
on top. µBump-TTSV alignment and shorting in a generic and in a
customized Xylem design enable an average increase in processor
frequency of 400 MHz and 720 MHz, respectively, at an area overhead of 0.63% and 0.81%. This improves average application performance by 11% and 18%, respectively. Moreover, applying Xylem’s
conductivity-aware techniques enables further, albeit smaller, gains.
This paper addresses issues from low-level technology to highlevel system integration. Its main contributions are:
• The observation that D2D layers are the thermal bottleneck in
processor-memory stacks. Hence, TTSVs alone are ineffective.
• The creation of pillars of high thermal conduction through the
D2D layer by aligning and shorting dummy µbumps with TTSVs.
• The observation that enhanced conduction through the D2D layers presents an architectural opportunity: the resulting thermal
headroom can be consumed by boosting processor frequency and,
hence, improve application performance.
• Three new architectural techniques that leverage the enhanced
conduction around the aligned and shorted dummy µbump-TTSV
sites: conductivity-aware thread placement, frequency boosting,
and thread migration.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The dies within a stack can be arranged in different configurations,
such as: active layer of the dies facing each other (face-to-face or f2f),
active layer of one facing the bulk of another (face-to-back or f2b),
and bulk layer of the dies facing each other (back-to-back or b2b).
For more than two homogeneous dies, such as a stack of DRAM
dies, f2b is the preferred choice, and is the one we use. For multiple
heterogeneous dies, such as memory and logic, the configuration is
dictated by functionality, cost, performance, and thermal issues.

2.1

Through Silicon Vias (TSVs)

TSVs are vertical interconnects that run across the thickness of the
die. There are several process flows for TSV fabrication, such as via
first, via middle, frontside via-last, and backside via-last [5, 6, 29].
In addition, TSVs can be made before or after bonding. With the
exception of the frontside via-last process, a TSV is present only in
the silicon layer of a die, and not in the metal layers.
Ideally, we want a high TSV density (i.e., the number of TSVs in
a given area). The density is determined by the TSV’s aspect ratio
and the die thickness. A TSV’s aspect ratio is its height divided by its
diameter, and is determined by manufacturing constraints and choice
of TSV metal. For example, tungsten (W) allows TSV aspect ratios
of about 30:1, while copper (Cu) is limited to no more than 10:1. For
a given die thickness, the TSV density is proportional to the square
of the aspect ratio; hence, high aspect ratios are preferred. For a
given aspect ratio, the density is inversely proportional to the square
of the die thickness. Hence, to attain high densities (and to aid TSV
fabrication), dies are thinned down to a few tens of microns [3, 36].
However, researchers have observed that die thinning reduces lateral
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thermal spreading and worsens chip temperatures [16, 59]. Emma et
al. [16] compare Cu and W TSVs in detail.

2.2

Die-to-Die Micro-Bumps (µBumps)

µbumps provide the interconnection between the dies in the stack.
They are like the C4 pads that connect a die to a board, but with
a much finer pitch. Their pitch is larger than that of TSVs, and
hence they determine the interconnect density between the dies. The
most widely-used implementation for a µbump is a Cu pillar with a
tin-silver solder.
µbumps can be electrical or dummy. Electrical µbumps provide
signal connections between the dies. To facilitate more electrical
connections, electrical µbumps have fine diameters and pitch of
about 17 µm and 50 µm, respectively [33]. Dummy µbumps exist,
and are used for mechanical support and ease of stacking. They are
electrically grounded to prevent charge accumulation.

2.3

Thermal Effects in Stacks

Stacking worsens on-die temperatures [3, 36, 59] because of the
increased transistor density and high inter-layer thermal resistance.
The rate Q of heat flow (i.e., power) across a layer is proportional
to the thermal conductivity of the layer (λ ) and the temperature
difference across the layer (δ T ). Mathematically, Q ∝ λ × δ T . If
the power dissipated in a layer is constant, then a lower λ results in
a higher temperature difference across the layer. Since the stack has
multiple layers, the temperature differences add up, and the layer
farthest from the heat sink will be at the highest temperature.
In a stack, the layer between dies (or die-to-die (D2D) layer)
has the lowest thermal conductance. This is because typical D2D
underfills have a λ ≈ 0.5 W/m-K. In contrast, silicon has a λ ≈ 120
W/m-K. Consequently, there is ongoing research on improving the
D2D layer conductance, e.g., by using new underfills. An alternative
is to fill the D2D layer with dummy µbumps, after provisioning
for the electrical µbumps. Placing dummy µbumps has no area or
manufacturing overhead. Their location can be standardized in the
future, similar to electrical µbumps.
While the thermal conductivity of a Cu pillar with the solder in a
µbump is ≈ 40 W/m-K, the real thermal conductivity of a D2D layer
filled with dummy µbumps with a 25% density has been recently
measured, by IBM [9, 11] and others [39], to be only about 1.5
W/m-K. The reason is that the D2D layer also includes several lowconductivity materials, like underfill/air, SiO2 , and SiN. Detailed
cross sections of the D2D layer can be found in [9, 11, 39]. Such a
low thermal conductivity makes the multiple D2D layers the true
thermal bottleneck in the stack.
Since TSVs are vertical metal interconnects with high thermal
conduction, researchers have proposed to use dummy TSVs simply for thermal conduction to reduce temperatures, as opposed to
for electrical conduction [12, 22, 23, 36, 54, 59]. These are called
Thermal TSVs (TTSVs). TTSV improve the thermal conduction
of only the bulk silicon layer. Hence, as we show later, they are
ineffective standalone at reducing the stack temperature. All TTSVs
are electrically grounded to prevent charge accumulation.

2.4

Stacked Memory Standards

Manufacturers and standards committees have proposed several
stacked memory architectures: Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [27]
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from Micron, and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [25], Wide I/O
[62], and Wide I/O 2 [61] from JEDEC. HMC and HBM are 2.5D
memory architectures with an optional die for controller operations.
Wide I/O (prototyped by Samsung [33]) and Wide I/O 2 are true
3D stacked architectures which can be connected to a processor die
through TSVs. In this paper, we consider the thermal challenges in a
true 3D stack like Wide I/O plus a processor die.
Fig. 1 shows the Wide I/O organization. It supports 4 physical
channels. Each one contains independent control, data, and clock
signals. Each memory die in the stack is called a slice, and has
4 ranks (1 per channel). A stack of 4 slices results in 4 ranks per
channel and 16 overall. Each rank is divided into 4 banks, resulting
in a total of 16 banks per slice. Current Wide I/O standards [61, 62]
provide neither TTSVs nor dummy µbumps.
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the D2D thermal bottleneck, their data shows that TTSVs alone are
effective for thermal management in 3D stacks. In this paper, by
accurately taking into account the D2D layer, we show that TTSV
placement alone is not effective at reducing the stack temperature.
We need to combine it with a mechanism to reduce D2D layer
thermal resistance.

3

MAIN STACK TRADE-OFFS

When integrating DRAM and processor dies in a stack, the resulting organization often depends on the specific characteristics of the
technologies employed. This can be seen in recent research prototypes, such as Centip3De [15] and 3D-MAPS [32]. However, at a
high level, there is a basic tradeoff between “processor-on-top” and
“memory-on-top” organizations. These organizations are shown in
Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively.
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(a) Slice organization.

(b) Stack organization.
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Figure 1: Wide I/O organization (not to scale).
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Shortcomings of Prior Work

Recent literature from IMEC, Fujitsu, IBM and others shows that
the D2D layer is the thermal bottleneck in a stack. Specifically,
Matsumoto et al. [39] and Colgan et al. at IBM [9, 11] independently
measure λD2D ≈ 1.5 W/m-K, and its thickness, t ≈ 20 µm, on
a die-to-wafer and die-to-die bonding technology, respectively. In
addition, Oprins et al. at IMEC [45, 46] state that the inter-die
thermal resistance represents a significant part of the total resistance
in a 3D stack, and measure a λD2D = 1.08 W/m-K on a wafer-towafer bonding process. Also, Nakamura et al. at Fujitsu [31, 43]
point out that for thermal analysis of a 3D-stacked LSI, it is critical
to understand the heat flow through the microbumps.
Let us use Matsumoto’s and Colgan’s number. A layer’s thermal
resistance per unit area is Rth = t/λ . Hence, the D2D layer’s Rth is ≈
13.33 mm2 -K/W. In comparison, the Rth of the bulk silicon layer in a
processor die is ≈ 0.83, and that of the metal layers in the processor
die is ≈ 1. This makes the D2D layer ≈ 16x more resistive than the
bulk silicon, and ≈ 13x more resistive than the metal layers.
Unfortunately, prior CAD and architecture work has consistently
underestimated the D2D layer thermal resistance, either by assuming
a high conductivity, a small thickness, or both. For example, [12]
does not model the D2D layer at all. [36] uses a D2D thermal
conductivity of λD2D ≈100 W/m-K, which is ≈ 65x higher than
what was measured. [22, 23] model the D2D layer thickness to be
only tD2D =0.7 µm, which is ≈ 20x lower than what was measured,
and a λD2D that varies that from 1 to 100 W/m-K, which is up
to ≈ 65x higher than what was measured. All this has resulted in
underestimating the thermal bottleneck effects of the D2D layer.
Prior proposals have focused on making the silicon layer of a
die more conductive through the use of TTSVs. By underestimating
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Figure 2: Two standard stack organizations.
In both organizations, the top die is connected to the heat sink
and the Integrated Heat Spreader (IHS) using a Thermal Interface
Material (TIM) [52]. Then, the different memory and processor dies
are connected to each other through D2D connections and TSVs.

3.1

Processor on Top

The “processor-on-top” organization (Fig. 2a) has thermal advantages but significant manufacturing limitations. The advantages come
from placing the die with most of the power dissipation closest to the
heat sink. Also, the frontside metal layer of the processor die faces
the memory stack, so that the processor die does not need TSVs or
die thinning. The memory dies have TSVs and need die thinning.
The manufacturing difficulties result from the fact that a typical
processor die has close to a thousand pins, about half of which are
devoted to power and ground signals [16, 53]. In this organization,
the memory dies have to provision TSVs to connect the processor power, ground and I/O signals to the C4 pads. This is a large
overhead. Moreover, different processors have different pin number
and location requirements. Therefore, the memory vendor either
has to grossly over provision TSVs to accommodate a wide variety
of processor dies, or manufacture custom dies for different processor vendors. Neither approach is desirable. In addition, TSVs add
resistance to the Power Delivery Network (PDN) [16, 53]. For a
current-hungry processor die far away from the C4 pads, the IR drop
across the TSVs is a concern.
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4

ENHANCING VERTICAL CONDUCTION

In the “memory-on-top” organization, the processor (and memories)
experience high temperatures. To avoid unsafe temperatures, these
systems likely have to cap the frequency of the processor, in turn
hurting performance.
To solve this problem, we propose to create pillars of high thermal
conduction from the processor die to the heat sink at the top. For that,
we need to focus on the thermal bottleneck, which is the D2D layers.
In the following, we present the Xylem solution, which consists of
aligning and shorting dummy D2D µbumps and TTSVs.

4.1

µBump-TTSV Alignment and Shorting

4.1.1 Summary of the Problem. Fig. 4 shows the interface between two f2b DRAM dies [44]. From top to bottom, we see the
face side of a die, a D2D layer, and the back side of another die.
The upper die shows the bulk silicon layer, which has the active
devices and electrical TSVs, and the frontside metal layers. The latter contain metal routing layers (M1 to Mn ) separated by dielectric
materials with low thermal conductance. The D2D layer consists of
a layer with µbumps separated by air or underfill, and the backside
metal layers of the lower die — which typically have 0-2 layers of
metal routing (BM1 to BM2 ) separated by dielectric materials with
low thermal conductance. On the left side, a TSV in the lower die is
connected through the backside metal layers to an electrical µbump
and then through the frontside metal layers to devices in the upper
die.
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3.2

The “memory-on-top” organization (Fig. 2b) has some thermal challenges, but does have clear manufacturing advantages. The thermal
challenges result from the fact that the heat generated in the processor die has to traverse the many memory dies to reach the heat sink.
Hence, the processor die will be at a significantly higher temperature
than in planar organizations.
In this design, the frontside metal layer of the processor die is
adjacent to the C4 pads. The main manufacturing advantage is that
the high current-carrying power and ground signals, and the highfrequency I/O signals do not need TSVs [55]. In addition to simplifying the design, this avoids the IR drop issue mentioned above.
The memory stack in this configuration only contains TSVs as
defined by the various 3D memory stacking standards, such as Wide
I/O. The processor die only has to provision for the number and
location of signals required for stack integration as given by the
memory-stacking standards. Hence, the memory and processor die
floorplans are independent of each other. However, the processor die
has TSVs and requires thinning. Overall, given the manufacturing
advantages of the “memory-on-top” organization, we use it.

dd^s

Figure 3: Impact of dummy µbump-TTSV alignment and shorting.
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Figure 4: f2b DRAM die interface (not to scale).
In the figure, we have added two TTSVs and two dummy µbumps,
shown in stripes. As the figure shows, the TTSVs typically terminate
at the bulk silicon layers. In particular, they avoid the frontside
metal layers because they would cause routing congestion in the
already busy metal layers.1 TTSVs are generally not aligned with
the µbumps.
As indicated in Section 2.5, data from Colgan et al. at IBM [9, 11]
and Matsumoto et al. [39] shows that the D2D layer has a high Rth
of ≈13.33 mm2 -K/W. This is the result of a sizable thickness and
of a low thermal conductivity λ . The multiple D2D layers are the
thermal bottleneck in the stack.
4.1.2 Proposed Solution. Our approach is to align dummy µbumps
in the D2D layer with TTSVs in the back side of the die and short
them. To see how, consider Fig. 3a, which shows two identical
DRAM dies connected f2b. There are two TTSVs that are aligned,
but are separated by a D2D layer and the frontside metal layers of
the upper die. We align the TTSVs with a dummy µbump (Fig. 3b)
and then, using a backside metal via, short the dummy µbump with
the lower-die TTSV (Fig. 3c).
Ideally, we would also want to short the upper-die TTSV with the
µbump. However, the frontside metal layers carry many electrical
signals, and using a frontside metal via [10] may or may not be
possible, and may cause routing congestion. In addition, as shown in
Fig. 3c, the Rth of the frontside metal layers is only 0.22 mm2 -K/W.
This number is obtained with d=2 µm and λ =9 W/m-K [3]. This is
small compared to the Rth of the original D2D layer.
With this approach, we have created a path of low thermal resistance from the lower-die TTSV through the D2D layer, which
drains the heat. Specifically, given that the λ of the TTSV’s Cu is
1
The exception is when TSVs are built using the more costly frontside via last
process, as in Black et al. [3].
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We now consider how to place the TTSVs in the dies. Then, aligning dummy µbumps to these TTSV will be easy because dummy
µbumps are plentiful. Ideally, we want the TTSV diameter to be the
same as the µbump diameter, to facilitate maximum heat flow.
We build on top of a stack that follows the Wide I/O organization
(Fig. 1). Each die has a TSV bus in its center with 1,200 TSVs
meant for electrical connections, together with the electrical µbumps.
One such die is shown in Fig. 5a. These TSVs also aid in thermal
conduction.

logic, to avoid disrupting the regular nature of the banks. Second,
to avoid the TSV’s lateral thermal blockage [7], we distribute the
TTSVs, instead of aggregating them into a large TTSV farm. Finally,
since TSV fabrication affects transistor performance nearby [1], we
maintain a Keep Out Zone (KOZ) around each TTSV. Note that the
peripheral logic contains row/column decoders, charge pumps, I/O
logic, and temperature sensors. Hence, placing TTSVs has an area
overhead.
Based on these constraints, we propose two simple TTSV placements, namely one generic and one custom. Ideally, TTSV placement should be generic. Memory manufacturers should not make
assumptions about other layers of the stack, such as the location of
the hotspots in the processor die. Our generic placement is called
Bank Surround (bank) and is shown in Fig. 5b. It places the TTSVs
in the peripheral logic at the vertices of each bank. Note that the
peripheral logic area that runs horizontally across the die center
is wider because of the Wide I/O TSV bus. Hence, we place two
TTSVs at each point in the center stripe, instead of one everywhere
else. The total number of TTSVs in the die is 28.
If we know the hotspots in the processor, we can devise a more
effective, custom TTSV placement strategy. In this paper, we use
the processor die floorplan shown in Fig. 6. This is a typical layout
for commercial processors [20, 30, 56–58, 60], where the cores are
on the outside and the Last-Level Cache (LLC) in the center. This
layout separates the hot spots, which are the cores. The figure shows
that the Wide I/O memory controllers and part of the TSV bus are
in the logic layer. This is a layer in between the bulk silicon and the
metal layers; it was not shown in Fig. 2 for simplicity.
ŽƌĞϭ

400 W/m-K [3], the λ of the µbump is 40 W/m-K [39], and the
µbump’s thickness is 18µm, we compute the Rth of the D2D layer
at this location as Rth_bump + Rth_short = 18µm / 40W/m-K + 2µm /
400W/m-K = 0.46 mm2 -K/W. This is a local Rth that is ≈30x lower
than the average Rth of 13.33.
Pictorially, we have moved from an environment with thermal
resistances like Fig. 3d to one like Fig. 3e. Fig. 3d represents Fig. 3a.
We have a large thermal resistance (average of the D2D layer) connecting two small thermal resistances (the TTSVs), all in parallel
with a small resistance (the µbump) connecting two relatively larger
resistances (the silicon of the dies). On the other hand, Fig. 3e represents Fig. 3c. We have connected all three small resistances in series.
A trivial calculation of the equivalent resistance shows that the heat
has now a low-resistance path.
Electrical TSVs also contribute to thermal conduction because
they are connected to µbumps. However, their contribution is limited.
The reason is that the placement of electrical TSVs in the chip is
dictated by stacking standards, and is oblivious to hotspots. For
example, Wide I/O clusters all 1,200 TSVs in the center of the
memory die, together with the electrical µbumps (Fig. 1).
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Figure 6: Processor die floorplan.
Knowing the location of the cores, we add 8 additional TTSVs
close to the cores. The result is the Bank Surround Enhanced (banke)
scheme of Fig. 5c. The total number of TTSVs is now 36. In effect,
we have co-designed the memory and processor dies.
Finally, to perform experiments at a constant number of TTSVs,
we take Bank Surround Enhanced and remove the 8 TTSVs from
the peripheral logic area running horizontally across the die center.
The resulting scheme, shown in Fig. 5d, has the same TTSV count
as Bank Surround. We call it Iso Count.
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5
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Figure 5: Xylem schemes.
To place TTSVs, we need to abide by the DRAM die floorplan
and physical constraints. First, we place the TTSVs in the peripheral

TRADING THERMALS & PERFORMANCE

The alignment and shorting of dummy µbumps and TTSVs creates
pillars of high thermal conduction from the processor die to the heat
sink. We now show how we translate this feature into performance
improvements.
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5.1

Boosting Processor Frequency

An increase in the thermal conduction from the processor die to the
heat sink results in a reduction in the temperature of the processor.
Consequently, we propose to increase the processor’s frequency and
voltage until we consume the thermal headroom enabled. The result is higher application performance. For this, we use the DVFS
infrastructure available in commercial processors [51]. DVFS infrastructure uses hardware and firmware, and is low overhead.
With Xylem, the manufacturer can rate the processor to work
at a higher frequency for the same temperature limit. This optimization shows that, in a stacked architecture, there is a direct link
between temperature and performance. Since these architectures are
so thermally-limited, techniques like Xylem that reduce the temperature can improve performance substantially.

5.2

Conductivity (λ ) Aware Techniques

The presence of pillars of high thermal conduction induces spatial
heterogeneity in the processor die in its ability to dissipate heat.
We refer to the sites with aligned and shorted µbump-TTSVs as
high vertical conductivity (λ ) sites. The die areas close to these
sites dissipate heat more easily than areas far from them. Hence, we
propose λ -aware optimizations, which leverage the higher thermal
conduction around these sites. As examples, we propose λ -aware
thread placement, λ -aware frequency boosting, and λ -aware thread
migration.
λ -aware techniques can be applied when there is obvious heterogeneity in vertical conduction. An example is when two dies of
different materials are placed side by side, both on top of the processor die. In this case, one of the two same-level dies may enable
higher vertical λ than the other die. λ -aware techniques can leverage
this heterogeneity.
Even regular layouts such as bank and banke present thermal
heterogeneity and can be leveraged by λ -aware techniques. Specifically, the inner cores in Figure 6 (cores 2, 3, 6, and 7) have a smaller
average distance to the high vertical λ sites compared to the outer
cores (cores 1, 4, 5, and 8). This is the effect that we exploit in the
λ -aware techniques.
5.2.1 λ -Aware Thread Placement. The idea is to place the most
thermally demanding threads on cores that are, on average, closer to
the high vertical λ sites. Typically, the most thermally demanding
threads are compute intensive. Our proposal is to place these threads
on the inner cores, and the memory intensive threads on the outer
cores. The result is a higher reduction in temperature than with a
random placement and, hence, the ability to enable a higher increase
in processor frequency. Note that all cores in the chip have the same
distance to the on-chip coherence bus and, hence, to the Wide I/O
memory controllers.
5.2.2 λ -Aware Frequency Boosting. Cores that are on average
farther from the high vertical λ sites reach the temperature limit
before cores that are on average closer to them. Consequently, we
propose λ -aware frequency boosting. The idea is to boost the frequency of the cores that are closer to these sites more than the others.
In our processor die, we boost the frequency of the inner cores more
than that of the outer cores, so that all cores reach the maximum
temperature. With this technique, we improve performance.
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5.2.3 λ -Aware Thread Migration. If we have fewer threads than
cores, we may want to run a thread at high frequency on a core until
the maximum temperature is attained, and then migrate the thread
to an idle, cool core [21, 24]. This is repeated until the program
terminates. In general, cores that are on average closer to the high
vertical λ sites will take longer to reach the maximum temperature
than the others. Consequently, in λ -aware thread migration, we
propose to migrate a thread between cores that are on average closer
to the high vertical λ sites, rather than between those on average
farther, or between random cores. We will need fewer migrations to
complete the program or, if we migrate at the same frequency, we
will keep the cores at a lower average temperature. In our processor
die, we migrate threads between the inner cores rather than between
outer cores to keep a lower average temperature.
Note that λ -aware techniques are different from past thermalaware techniques [63, 64]. Past work assumed that all cores are
homogeneous. However, in Xylem, the cores are heterogeneous due
to different conductivities. Our techniques exploit this heterogeneity.
For example, consider a thread-to-core assignment decision. If two
cores are at about the same temperature, past work will pick a core
randomly. However, Xylem will pick the core with a higher λ .

6 THERMAL MODELING AND SETUP
6.1 Thermal Modeling
We model a “memory-on-top” processor-memory stack, with 8
DRAM dies on top of a multicore processor die. As shown in Fig.2b,
the stack is composed of many distinct layers: active heat sink, Integrated Heat Spreader (IHS), Thermal Interface Material (TIM),
DRAM silicon, DRAM metal, D2D, processor silicon, and processor
metal. Some layers occur multiple times in the stack. TTSVs are
present only in the DRAM silicon and processor silicon layers.
Some layers are heterogeneous, e.g., due to the presence of TSVs
and TTSVs. We model each layer as being composed of many rectangular blocks. For numerical stability, it is desirable for the blocks
to have a squarish aspect ratio. Different blocks within the same
layer may have different λ . Note, however, that while the floorplan
is specified in these rectangular blocks, the thermal simulation is
performed in grid mode for higher accuracy.
The λ of an area with two materials A and B, with conductivities
λA and λB , and fractional area occupancies ρA and ρB , such that
ρA + ρB = 1, is [41]: λ = ρA × λA + ρB × λB . For example, a TSV
bus is composed of 25% Cu with λ =400 W/m-K and 75% Si with
λ =120 W/m-K. Hence, its effective λ = 0.25×400 + 0.75×120 =
190 W/m-K.
Silicon and Frontside Metal. For accurate thermal analysis, the
silicon layer and the metal layer of a die are modeled as two separate
layers [3, 36]. We model the metal layer to also include the active
silicon (or logic layer) because it is difficult to separate the power
consumed by transistors and by wires. The metal routing layers (typically Al for memory and Cu for processor) together with dielectrics
have a different λ than silicon. Since Al has a lower λ than Cu, the
λ of the metal layer of a memory die is lower than that of the metal
layer of the processor die [3]. The block boundaries in this layer are
the architectural block boundaries — e.g., fetch, issue, RF, or ALU.
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TSVs and TTSVs. We use Cu as the material for electrical TSVs
and TTSVs because it has a high electrical and thermal conductivity.
From ITRS [28], the electrical TSV size is 10 µm. Since the aspect
ratio of Cu is limited to 10:1 [16], we use a die thickness of 100
µm for all the dies in the stack. We use a KOZ of 10 µm in both
the X and Y dimensions. This results in an X and Y TSV pitch of
20 µm, and fractional area occupancies of 0.25 and 0.75 for the Cu
and Si, respectively. The 1200 electrical TSVs are modeled using 48
blocks of 5×5 TSVs each. Each block is 100µm×100µm, and has
an effective λ of 190 W/m-K. Each TTSV is modeled as a single
block of 100µm×100µm with a λ of 400 W/m-K. It has a KOZ of
10 µm in both the X and Y dimensions.
D2D Layer. The D2D layer contains µbumps and backside metal
layers, and is modeled as discussed in Sec. 4.1. The 1200 electrical
µbumps in the center of the die are also organized in 48 blocks
of 5×5 µbumps each, with a total effective λ of 1.5 W/m-K. Each
dummy µbump has a size of 100µm×100µm, and a λ of 40 W/m-K.
Dummy µbumps have a 25% occupancy.
TTSVs and dummy µbumps are thicker than electrical TSVs
and µbumps. This is to facilitate maximum heat transfer. One can
imagine a foundry to provide a library of TSVs and µbumps of
different sizes. Alternatively, an array of skinny TSVs and smaller
µbumps can be used to mimic a thick TTSV and a thick dummy
µbump.
Table 1 shows the dimensions and λ of the layers in the stack.
These values are obtained from various sources [3, 16, 26, 36].
Layer

Dimensions

Heat Sink
IHS
TIM
DRAM Silicon

6.0x6.0x0.7 cm3
3.0x3.0x0.1 cm3
50 µm
100 µm

DRAM Metal
D2D
Proc Silicon

2 µm
20 µm
100 µm

Proc Metal

12 µm

Thermal Conductivity λ
(W/m-K)
400
400
5
120 (Si); 400 (TSV);
190 (TSV bus)
9
1.5 (µbump = 40)
120 (Si); 400 (TSV);
190 (TSV bus)
12

Table 1: Dimensions and thermal parameters.
Table 2 shows the different Xylem schemes evaluated. For each
scheme, we list the name used in the evaluation and the number of
TTSVs per die. The table includes the four schemes of Fig. 5 plus
one additional one, called prior. Prior is similar to banke except that
dummy µbumps and TTSVs are neither aligned nor shorted and,
hence, there is no good conduction path through the D2D layers.
Prior mimics the prior proposals, which place TTSVs near hotspots
but ignore the impact of the D2D layers [12, 22, 23].
Xylem Scheme

Name

Baseline (Wide I/O)
Bank Surround
Bank Surround Enhanced
Iso Count
Prior proposals

base
bank
banke
isoCount
prior

#TTSVs per Chip
0
28
36
28
36

Table 2: Xylem schemes evaluated.

6.2

Architecture

The architecture is an 8-core chip multiprocessor under a stack of 8
DRAM dies. We use 32 nm technology. Each core is 4 issue and out
of order. It has private L1 instruction and data caches, and a private
L2 unified cache. A bus-based snoopy MESI protocol maintains
coherence between the L2s. Each of the 8 DRAM dies has 4 Gb
(512 MB) of memory, resulting in 4 GB of memory for the stack.
The DRAM stack organization follows Wide I/O [62]. The Wide
I/O standard supports a modest bandwidth of about 12.8 GB/s, while
Wide I/O 2 [61] supports a bandwidth of about 51.2 GB/s. Hence,
we use the Wide I/O stack organization, but use a data rate of 51.2
GB/s. Note that the problems and solution proposed in this paper are
generally applicable to any processor-memory stack.
The frequency of our architecture can change between 2.4 GHz
(default) and 3.5 GHz in 100 MHz steps. At 2.4 GHz, the power
consumed by the base system is 8-24 W in the processor die and
2-4.5 W in the memory dies. Both the processor and the DRAM
dies have a similar area of ≈64mm2 and a similar aspect ratio. This
simplifies the analysis. If processor and DRAM die areas are different, we need to perform a slightly more involved thermal analysis,
but the methodology is largely the same. We use a maximum safe
temperature for the processor of T j,max =100 ◦ C, and a maximum for
the DRAM of 95 ◦ C, which is within the extended range allowed by
JEDEC [14]. The architectural parameters are summarized in Table
3. We have broadly validated our power estimations with published
numbers from Intel’s Xeon E3-1260L.
Processor Parameters
Multicore chip
Inst. L1 cache
Data L1 cache
L2 cache
Cache Line; Network
Coherence
DRAM access
Max. temperature

32nm, eight 4-issue OoO, 2.4-3.5 GHz
32 KB, 2 way, 2 cycles Round Trip (RT)
32 KB, 2 way, WT, 2 cycles RT
256 KB, 8 way, WB, private, 10 cycles RT
64 bytes; 512 bit bus
Bus-based snoopy MESI protocol at L2
≈ 100 cycles RT (idle)
Processor: T j,max =100◦ C; DRAM=95◦ C
Stack DRAM Parameters

Dies; Channels
Ranks/die; Banks/rank
Capacity
I/O freq.; Data rate
# of memory controllers

8; 4
4 (1 per channel); 4
4 Gb/die = 4 GB total in stack
800 MHz; DDR
4 Wide I/O DRAM controllers

Table 3: Architectural parameters.

6.3

Tools and Applications

We use the SESC [49] cycle-level simulator to model the architecture.
We obtain the dynamic and leakage energy of the processor die from
McPAT [35]. The timing and energy of the DRAM dies is modeled
with DRAMSim2 [50]. We also use McPAT to estimate the area of
the blocks within the processor die. The floorplan for each layer in
the 3D stack is obtained using ArchFP [17]. Fig. 6 shows the highlevel floorplan of the processor die that we use in the evaluation. We
ensure that known hotspots in the processor die such as FPUs are
spatially separated from each other.
To model the thermal effects in a stacked architecture, we use
HotSpot’s extension in [41]. The original HotSpot [26] models 3Dstacked architectures, but only allows homogeneous layers. The
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Figure 7: Impact of Xylem on the steady-state processor-die temperature.
extension enables modeling layers with blocks that have a heterogeneous set of λ and heat capacity values. We model both lateral
and vertical heat conduction. We use the grid model as opposed to
the block model as it is more accurate. Following the conventional
HotSpot approach, we first obtain a processor-memory power trace,
and then use HotSpot to estimate the steady state temperatures.
We run 8-threaded parallel applications from the SPLASH-2,
PARSEC and NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) suites. The applications and their sizes are: Barnes (16 K particles), Cholesky (tk29.O),
FFT (222 points), FMM (16 K particles), LU (512x512 matrix, 16x16
blocks), Radiosity (batch), Radix (4 M integers), Raytrace (teapot),
Blackscholes (sim medium), Fluidanimate (sim small), BT (small),
CG (workstation), FT (workstation), IS (workstation), LU-NAS
(small), MG (workstation), and SP (small). These codes represent a
diverse set.

EVALUATION

For each Xylem scheme, we examine the area and routing overheads,
the temperature reduction and, after frequency boosting, the changes
in frequency, performance, power, and energy. We also compare
schemes that have the same TTSV count but different placement.
We then evaluate the impact of Xylem on memory temperatures.
After that, we evaluate our proposed λ -aware techniques. Finally,
we perform a sensitivity analysis. In all plots, temperature refers to
the hotspot temperature.
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Impact of Xylem on Processor Temperature

Fig. 7 shows the effect of Xylem on the steady state temperature
of the processor die. The figure shows four bars for each of the
17 applications, corresponding to the base, bank, banke and prior
schemes. Each bar shows the steady state temperature reached by
the hottest core when we run at 2.4 GHz, 2.8 GHz, 3.2 GHz, and

bank
banke

10

TTSV Area and Routing Overheads

Based on the TTSV parameters of Section 6, the area of one TTSV
plus its KOZ is 0.0144 mm2 . Given the total number of TTSVs for
each of the Xylem schemes (as shown in Table 2), the total TTSV
area overhead for the bank and banke schemes is equal to 0.4032
mm2 and 0.5184 mm2 , respectively. Compared to the 64.34 mm2
die area of a Wide I/O DRAM prototype by Samsung [33], this is a
0.63% and 0.81% overhead, respectively. Note that, since the TTSVs
are passive, they do not have any energy overhead. Also, as shown
in Fig. 3, TTSVs are not present in the frontside metal layers and,
hence, do not cause any routing congestion or overheads there.

7.2

11

∆ T (in °C)

7

3.5 GHz. At some frequencies, for some applications, the figure
shows a temperature in excess of T j,max (100 ◦ C). However, in a real
machine, a Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) system would
throttle frequencies to prevent excessive temperatures.
We see that processor temperature increases with increasing frequency. For example, as we go from 2.4 GHz to 3.5 GHz in base,
the temperature increases by 10 ◦ C in FT (a memory-intensive code)
and by 30 ◦ C in LU (NAS) (a compute-intensive code). Moreover,
the temperature in base approaches T j,max even at 2.4 GHz for some
applications, such as Cholesky, Barnes, Radiosity and LU (NAS).
This shows that, without TTSVs, we cannot increase the frequency
beyond 2.4 GHz.
We now consider a given frequency and compare the temperature
reached by each of the schemes. For example, take 2.4 GHz. We see
that both the bank and banke schemes are highly effective at reducing
the temperature. To see the effect more clearly, Fig. 8 presents the
data in a different way. It shows the temperature difference in ◦ C
between base and bank, and between base and banke — always at
2.4 GHz. The figure shows the difference for each application and
the arithmetic mean. On average, bank and banke, reduce the steady
state processor die temperature by 5 ◦ C and 8.4 ◦ C respectively.
Going back to Fig. 7, we see that bank and banke schemes attain
temperature reduction at all frequencies.

Figure 8: Steady-state temperature reduction over base.
We now consider prior. It is like banke except that dummy
µbumps and TTSVs are neither aligned nor shorted. Hence, there is
no good conduction path through the D2D layers. prior mimics the
prior proposals, which ignore the impact of the D2D layers. We see
in Fig. 7 that prior hardly offers any thermal benefit over base. This
is in contrast to prior studies [12, 22, 23] that show thermal gains
with TTSV placement alone. It is the reduction of the D2D layer
resistance, and not just TTSV placement, that offers the benefits.
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Figure 10: Application performance increase over base.
12% and 22%, respectively. The heat sink is able to dissipate this
additional power while maintaining the same temperature as base.
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Figure 11: Stack power increase over base.
Fig. 12 shows the change in energy consumed by the stack in
the bank and banke schemes over the base scheme. The figure is
organized as before. As shown in the geometric mean bars, the
applications end up consuming about the same energy on average.
This is because of race-to-halt effects in some applications.
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7.3.1 System Frequency Increase. Fig. 9 shows the increase in
system frequency enabled by the bank and banke schemes over
base. Recall that, for each application, we keep the steady state
temperature equal to the one in the base scheme at 2.4 GHz. The
figure shows bars for each application and the arithmetic mean.
We see that, on average for all the applications, bank boosts the
frequency by about 400 MHz, and banke boosts it by 720 MHz.
These are substantial increases, which we argue justify the design
effort and area cost of Xylem. These large increases are the result of
base being highly frequency-throttled. Indeed, the cores are designed
to run at 3.5 GHz, but thermal constraints in base force them to run
at 2.4 GHz.
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Fig. 7 also shows that, at a fixed processor temperature, Xylem can
run the system at higher frequencies. This can be seen by drawing
an imaginary horizontal line and seeing that, as we go from base
to bank and banke, we are substantially increasing the frequency of
operation. This is one of the opportunities we exploit: improving
thermal conduction, then boosting the frequency, for constant steady
state temperature.
In this section, for each application, we choose the temperature
of the base scheme at 2.4 GHz as a reference. Then, for the same
application, for bank and banke, we find the frequency at which the
processor temperature is closest to the reference without exceeding
it. In the following, we analyze the resulting increase in system
frequency and application performance, and the change in system
power and energy.

Performance Gain (in %)

Effect of Temperature Reduction

Power Increase (in %)

7.3
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Figure 9: System frequency increase over base.
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7.3.3 System Power and Energy Change. In our base system, it
can be shown that the processor die consumes 8-24 W and the 8-die
memory stack 2-4.5 W. Since Xylem enables frequency increases,
the power and energy consumed by the processor-memory stack
will change. Fig. 11 shows the increase in the power consumed by
the stack in bank and banke over base. The figure is organized as
before, with the last bars showing the geometric mean. We see that,
on average, bank and banke increase the power consumption by

5

FF

7.3.2 Application Performance Increase. Fig. 10 shows the application performance increase over the base scheme as a result of the
frequency boosting enabled by the bank and banke schemes. The figure shows bars for each application and for the geometric mean. We
can see that, on average, bank boosts the application performance by
11%, and banke boosts it by 18%. These are also large performance
increases.

Energy Change (in %)

200

Figure 12: Stack energy change over base.

7.4

Comparison with Iso TTSV Count

The bank and banke schemes differ in the total number of TTSVs
they use. We now compare two schemes that have the same TTSV
count but place them in different places. Specifically, we compare
bank and isoCount (Table 2). As shown in Fig. 5d, isoCount removes
bank’s TTSVs in the central band and puts them in the die periphery,
closer to the processor die hotspots.
Fig. 14 compares the steady-state temperature of the processor
die under bank and isoCount. The figure is organized like Fig. 7. On
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Figure 13: Impact of Xylem on the steady-state temperature of the bottom-most memory die.
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Figure 14: Impact of Xylem with iso TTSV count.

7.5

Impact of Xylem on Memory Temperature

Fig. 13 shows the effect of Xylem on the steady-state temperature of
the hottest (bottom-most) memory die. The figure is organized like
Fig. 7, with each application evaluated for the same four schemes. As
in Fig. 7, for some frequencies, some applications have temperature
over the 95 ◦ C limit of JEDEC specifications [13, 14, 38, 62]. A
real system would prevent these temperatures through frequency
throttling.
We can see that, with base at 2.4 GHz, the memory die reaches
temperatures of nearly 90 ◦ C in the most demanding applications.
This is within JEDEC specifications, and is about 10 ◦ C less than the
processor temperature. We also see that bank and banke are effective
at reducing DRAM temperatures, while prior is not.
As temperature increases, DRAM leakage increases, which manifests itself as increased refresh requirement. For DDRx [13, 14, 38]
and Wide I/O [62] devices, the refresh period at 85 ◦ C is 64 ms,
and is halved for every 10 ◦ C increase in temperature. With Xylem,
we can increase the processor frequency and still keep the same
processor and DRAM temperatures, hence keeping the same refresh
power. The impact of higher refresh rates on system energy and
performance has been evaluated in [19, 37].

7.6

Conductivity(λ )-Aware Techniques

We now evaluate our proposed λ -aware techniques. As per Sec. 5.2,
in bank and banke, the inner cores have a lower average distance to
the high vertical λ sites, compared to the outer cores.

Frequency (in GHz)

130 °C

7.6.1 λ -Aware Thread Placement. In this experiment, we take a
compute-intensive (LU-NAS) and a memory-intensive (IS) application, each with 4 threads. We place their threads in two configurations. In the Outside configuration, we place the LU threads (power
intensive) on the outside cores (1, 4, 5 and 8 in Fig. 6) and the IS
threads in the inner cores (2, 3, 6 and 7). In the Inside configuration,
we do the opposite. We then find the maximum frequency at which
the processor hotspot temperature is still lower than T j,max . We keep
a single frequency die-wide.
Fig. 15 shows the resulting frequencies for base, bank and banke
for the two configurations. We see that, in base, the processor frequency is 100 MHz higher in Inside than in Outside. In banke, the
gain increases to 200 MHz. These frequency gains come from the
inner cores’ lower average distance to the high vertical λ sites. This
experiment shows the effect of λ -aware thread placement.
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6

Outside
Inside

base

bank

banke

Figure 15: Exploiting λ -aware thread placement.
7.6.2 λ -Aware Frequency Boosting. We now run two instances
of the same application with 4 threads each. One instance runs on the
inner 4 cores, while the other on the outer 4 cores. We first bring the
whole processor to the maximum frequency at which the processor
hotspot temperature is lower than T j,max (Single Frequency). Then,
we further boost the frequency of only the inner cores until they also
reach T j,max (Multiple Frequency). We perform this experiment for
all the applications, and take the average.
Fig. 16 shows the resulting frequencies for base, bank and banke.
We see that, in base, there is practically no difference between the
two bars: we cannot boost the inner cores much. However, in banke,
thanks to the inner cores being on average closer to the high vertical
λ sites, we can boost their frequency by 100MHz. This is λ -aware
frequency boosting.
Frequency (in GHz)

average across all applications, it is shown that isoCount reduces
the temperature by 3.7 ◦ C over bank. This is slightly less than what
banke accomplishes, and it shows that TTSV placement is important.

3.4

Single Frequency
Multiple Frequency

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
base

bank

banke

Figure 16: Exploiting λ -aware frequency boosting.
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91 °C
90 °C
89 °C
88 °C
87 °C
86 °C
85 °C
84 °C
83 °C
82 °C

Outer Cores
Inner Cores

base

bank

banke

Note that the frequency boosting (100-200 MHz) and temperature
reduction (1.5 ◦ C) from λ -aware techniques is in addition to the
400-720 MHz increase and 5-8.4 ◦ C reduction obtained by aligning
and shorting dummy µbumps with TTSVs.

Sensitivity Analysis

Finally, we perform a short sensitivity analysis of two important
parameters: die thickness and number of memory dies in the stack.

Temperature (in °C)

7.7.1 Effect of the Die Thickness. For a constant TSV aspect ratio,
die thinning is attractive for increasing TSV interconnect density.
However, die thinning worsens chip temperatures because it inhibits
lateral heat spreading. Fig. 18 shows the effect of thinning all the dies
in the stack on processor temperature, averaged over all applications,
at 2.4 GHz. The figure shows 3 sets of bars, each corresponding
to a different die thickness. Each set has 3 bars, corresponding to
base, bank and banke. As expected, processor temperatures become
worse with die thinning. Hence, there is a trade off between TSV
interconnect density and chip temperatures. Emma et al. [16] made
the same observation.
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78

base
bank
banke

50 µm

100 µm

200 µm

Figure 18: Impact of die thickness on processor temperature.
7.7.2 Effect of the Number of Memory Dies. Intuitively, increasing the number of memory dies increases the number of transistors
and, hence, the total power consumed in the stack. It also increases
the distance of the processor die from the heat sink. Therefore, we
expect the processor temperatures to increase.
Fig. 19 shows the effect of the number of memory dies in the
stack on processor temperature, averaged over all applications, at

105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65

base
bank
banke

4 dies

8 dies

12 dies

Figure 19: Impact of the number of memory dies on the processor temperature.
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Figure 17: Temperature of the processor die when exploiting
λ -aware thread migration.

7.7

2.4 GHz. The figure shows 3 sets of bars, each corresponding to a
different number of memory dies in the stack. Each set has 3 bars,
as above. As expected, the processor temperatures become worse
with an increasing number of memory dies.
Temperature (in °C)

7.6.3 λ -Aware Thread Migration. We now take two threads of a
given application and migrate them every 30 ms, either amongst the
four inner cores (Inner) or amongst the four outer ones (Outer). We
measure the hotspot temperature of the processor die. Fig. 17 shows
the average results across all the applications for base, bank and
banke, always at the same frequency. We see that, in base, migrating
amongst inner cores reduces the hotspot temperature by only ≈0.4
◦ C over migrating amongst outer cores. However, in banke, thanks
to the inner cores being on average closer to the high vertical λ sites,
the temperature reduces by ≈1.5 ◦ C. This is the effect of λ -aware
thread migration, which reduces the thermal stress of processors for
the same frequency.

RELATED WORK

Some works examine algorithms to place TTSVs and minimize their
count [12, 22, 23, 54, 59], but we find that these works either do not
consider some physical implementation issues of TSVs, or use D2D
layer parameters that are too aggressive. In either case, they do not
fully consider the D2D layer resistance. So, TTSV placements alone
appear to offer thermal savings.
Goplen and Sapatnekar [22, 23] reserve certain regions, called
thermal via regions, for TTSV placement. These regions are uniformly placed throughout the chip and occupy 10% of the chip area.
Their algorithm determines the number of TTSVs in each of these
regions to minimize the overall TTSV count. However, their algorithm is applicable only for standard cells. In addition, one should
not place TTSVs uniformly in a memory die, since they disrupt the
regular DRAM array layout. Further, in general, the memory vendor
does not have information about the processor power densities or
hotspots needed by the algorithm. Moreover, their evaluation uses a
D2D layer thickness of 0.7 µm. This value is over 20x lower than the
state of the art and, therefore, the effects of the D2D layer resistance
are not considered. Finally, a 10% area overhead is substantial.
Cong and Zhang [12] propose a heuristic algorithm to minimize
TTSV count in a more generic layout of blocks in a die. The algorithm requires knowledge of all the layers of the stack, which is
not available to a memory vendor. Also, the TTSVs are assumed to
directly connect to the metal layers of the adjacent die. As a result,
the work does not consider the physical implementation of TTSVs
or the presence of the D2D layer.
Ganeshpure and Kundu [18] propose Heat Pipes as a heat transfer
mechanism, where placing TTSVs directly at the hotspots is difficult
due to wiring congestion. Chen et al. [7] propose an algorithm
for TSV placement with the goal of mitigating the lateral thermal
blockage effects of TSVs.
Emma et al. [16] propose different modes of operation for processoron-processor stacking. They analyze the impact of die thickness and
hotspot offset on temperature. They do not propose temperaturereducing techniques.
Puttaswamy and Loh [47, 48] propose and analyze techniques for
thermal management for a 3D processor (not a generic 3D processormemory organization). In Thermal Herding, they propose moving
the hottest datapaths (16 LSBs) closest to the heat sink. Extending
their proposal to a generic 3D processor-memory stack would imply
moving the processor die closest to the heat sink, resulting in our
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“processor-on-top” configuration. Also, they do not discuss the
issues of thermal resistance, TTSVs, the D2D layer, or µbumps.
Black et al. [3] and Loh [36] look at the performance benefits and
thermal challenges of a 3D processor-memory stack. Black et al.’s
thermal analysis is for a 2-die stack (a processor and a memory die
in a f2f configuration). They discuss the impact of the D2D layer
and the frontside metal layer conductivity on temperature. However,
both works assume a “processor-on-top” configuration. In addition,
Loh assumes that the D2D layer has a λ =100 W/m-K (which is 1/4
of that of bulk Cu), and a thickness of 2 µm. In practice, according
to experimental measurements by Colgan et al. at IBM [9, 11] and
Matsumoto et al. [39], the D2D has a λ that is 65x smaller, and a
thickness that is about 10x higher. Hence, after adding 16 stacked
DRAM dies, [36] observes only a 10 ◦ C maximum temperature
increase.
Milojevic et al. [42] characterize a multicore with 16 2-wide
cores and two DRAM dies on top. They use a passive heat sink
and no TTSVs, and still attain safe temperatures. We use a more
power-hungry design point, due to our wider-issue cores and higher
frequencies. Specifically, our base system consumes up to 24 W in
the processor die and 4.5 W in memory dies, for a total of 28.5 W
(or 44 W for banke); their design consumes a maximum of 18 W.
In addition, our design has 8 D2D layers of high thermal resistance
in series, while their design only has 2. As a result, to keep safe
temperatures in our processor die (Figure 7) and bottom-most memory (Figure 13), we need TTSVs with alignment and shorting (in
addition to an active heat sink).
Smart Refresh [19] considers the impact of higher refresh rates in
DRAMs, due to higher temperatures in a 3D stack. The performance
impact due to higher temperatures in stacked DRAM is also studied
by Loi et al. [37].
3D-MAPS [32] and Centip3De [15] are two 3D research prototypes. 3D-MAPS has 2 dies in a “processor-on-top” configuration.
The cores run at 277 MHz with a peak power of 4 W. Centip3De
has 7 dies also in a “logic-on-top” configuration. However, the cores
operate in the NTV regime with a frequency of 10 to 80 MHz. Commercial 3D systems will want to have much higher frequencies, and
require aggressive thermal techniques similar to those in our paper.
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CONCLUSION

This paper made four contributions. First, unlike in prior work,
it observed that the D2D layers are the main thermal bottleneck
in processor-memory stacks, and showed that standalone TTSVs
are ineffective. Second, it proposed the creation of pillars of high
thermal conduction through the D2D layer by aligning and shorting
dummy µbumps with TTSVs. Third, it observed that enhanced
conduction through the D2D layers presents an opportunity: the
resulting thermal headroom can be consumed by boosting processor
frequency and, hence, improve application performance. Finally, it
introduced three new architectural improvements that leverage the
enhanced local conduction around the aligned and shorted dummy
µbump-TTSV sites: λ -aware thread placement, λ -aware frequency
boosting, and λ -aware thread migration.
We evaluated our scheme, called Xylem, using simulations of an 8core processor at 2.4 GHz and 8 DRAM dies on top. µBump-TTSV
alignment and shorting in a generic and in a customized Xylem

A. Agrawal et al.
design enabled an average increase in the processor frequency of
400 MHz and 720 MHz, repectively, at an area overhead of 0.63%
and 0.81%, respectively. This improved the average application
performance by 11% and 18%, respectively. Moreover, applying
Xylem’s λ -aware improvements enabled further gains.
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